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MEETING AGENDA

Time (CEST) Topic Speaker/Moderator
16.00 – 16.05 Welcome and Introductions Brad Kahl, MD
16.05 – 16.20 Update on DLBCL Andrew Davies, BSc, BM, FRCP, PhD
16.20 – 16.40 Discussion and Key Takeaways
16.40 – 16.55 Update on Indolent NHLs (FL and MCL) Pier Luigi Zinzani, MD, PhD
16.55 – 17.15 Discussion and Key Takeaways
17.15 – 17.30 Update on T-Cell Lymphoma Stefan K. Barta, MD, MS, MRCPCUK
17.30 – 17.50 Discussion and Key Takeaways
17.50 – 18.00 Break
18.00 – 18.15 Update on CLL Raul Cordoba, MD, PhD
18.15 – 18.30 Discussion and Key Takeaways
18.30 – 18.45 CAR Ts Paolo Caimi, MD
18.45 – 18.55 Discussion and Key Takeaways
18.55 – 19.00 Summary and Closing Remarks Brad Kahl, MD



CONGRESS HIGHLIGHTS



KEY TAKEAWAYS: DLBCL (1/2)
Guiding 1L therapy with genetic subtyping is feasible. Early data on mosunetuzumab are exciting, especially in the 
elderly. Tafasitamab regimens are seen as having promising efficacy and tolerability, both in 1L and in R/R DLBCL

Genetic subtype guided rituximab‐based immunochemotherapy improves outcome in newly diagnosed DLBCL: first report of a 
randomized phase 2 study—(ICML) Zhang #26
> Experts believe the resolution of molecular phenotype is possible in real time, and these vulnerabilities can potentially be targeted

Promising tolerability and efficacy results from dose-escalation in an ongoing phase IB/II study of mosunetuzumab with polatuzumab 
vedotin for relapsed/refractory B-cell NHL—(EHA) Ghosh #S222
> The regimen is seen as effective, exciting, safe, and broadly applicable to many patients

Mosunetuzumab (mosun) monotherapy for elderly/unfit patients with first-line DLBCL continues to show promising safety and 
efficacy with durable complete responses—(EHA) Olszewski #EP503
> This approach is seen as a great solution for a patient population in whom giving immunochemotherapy is difficult. It is viewed as effective 

and safe

FIRST-MIND: a phase Ib, open-label, randomized study to assess safety of tafasitamab or tafasitamab + lenalidomide in addition to 
R‐CHOP in patients with newly diagnosed DLBCL—(EHA) Belada #EP496
> Experts believe the combination of tafasitamab + lenalidomide with R-CHOP is safe. However, they would like to see phase III data to 

confirm its activity in this setting

Long-term analyses from L-MIND, a phase II study of tafasitamab plus lenalidomide (len) in patients with R/R DLBCL—(ICML) Duell #28
> The L-MIND regimen is seen as useful in the specific patient population with refractory disease. It was noted to be effective, very safe, and 

well tolerated. Some of the responses seen were clearly very durable



KEY TAKEAWAYS: DLBCL (2/2)
Many promising studies were presented, but nothing appears to be immediately practice changing

Safety and efficacy of CD37-targeting naratuximab emtansine plus rituximab in DLBCL and other NHLs - a phase 2 study—(EHA) Levy 
#LBA1903
> Although the data are seen as early, they are sufficient to demonstrate that CD37 is a good target in DLBCL for use in ADCs, a modality that 

works well in this setting

Subcutaneous epcoritamab in patients with relapsed/refractory B-cell NHL: safety profile and anti-tumor activity—(EHA) Mous #EP499 
and (ICML) Hutchings #16 and Glofitamab step-up dosing (SUD): updated efficacy data show high complete response rates in heavily 
pretreated r/r NHL patients—(EHA) Carlo-Stella #EP501 and (ICML) Carlo-Stella #15
> These 2 new bispecifics are seen as highly effective in patients with R/R aggressive lymphoma. The CRS seen appears to occur early and 

to be very manageable. Further data are needed to demonstrate the long-term durability of the response

Duration of response to loncastuximab tesirine in relapsed/refractory diffuse large B-cell lymphoma by demographic and clinical 
characteristics: Subgroup analyses from LOTIS-2—(EHA) Caimi #EP518 and LOTIS 2 follow-up analysis: Updated results from a 
Phase 2 study of loncastuximab tesirine in relapsed or refractory diffuse large B-cell lymphoma—(ICML) Zinzani #177
> Experts agreed that lonca is a useful new agent for treated R/R DLBCL. They noted that the ongoing follow-up suggests the responses are 

durable. The lack of any new safety signals with longer-term follow-up is reassuring



KEY TAKEAWAYS: INDOLENT NHLs (FL AND MCL) (1/2)
Novel therapies are promising, but further data are needed for treatment selection and sequencing

The combination of venetoclax, lenalidomide and rituximab in patients with newly diagnosed mantle cell lymphoma induces high 
response rates and MRD undetectability—(ICML) Philips #61
> The data are seen as preliminary but very interesting in terms of MRD negativity and patient management. Advisors believe further studies 

of this very promising regimen are warranted

Response adapted post induction therapy in follicular lymphoma: updated results of the FOLL12 trial by the Fondazione Italiana 
Linfomi (FIL)—(ICML) Luminari #80 
> The concept of combining data on clinical response by FDG-PET and molecular response by MRD detection as a rationale to single out 

groups of patients at different risk of progression and to consequently modulate maintenance therapies is seen as interesting. However, 
experts believe the necessary evaluations could be difficult in some markets

CHRONOS-3: randomized phase III study of copanlisib plus rituximab vs rituximab/placebo in relapsed indolent NHL—(EHA) Zinzani #S211
> Copanlisib + rituximab demonstrated broad and superior efficacy vs placebo + rituximab in patients with relapsed iNHL, with a manageable 

safety profile. The regimen is seen as having potential in R/R FL in comparison with R2. There is interest in future evaluations of patients 
eligible for CAR T and for MZL

Induction R2 followed by maintenance in patients with R/R mantle cell lymphoma: interim analysis from the phase 3b MAGNIFY 
study—(ICML) Sharman #63 
> The data are seen as interesting, and the regimen is believed to be currently useful for elderly patients and rituximab-refractory MCL. 

However, experts agreed that other regimens currently in phase III development will likely supplant the MAGNIFY regimen in most, if not all, 
patients when those studies mature



KEY TAKEAWAYS: INDOLENT NHLs (FL AND MCL) (2/2)
Novel therapies are promising, but further data are needed for treatment selection and sequencing

SAKK 36/13 – ibrutinib plus bortezomib and ibrutinib maintenance for R/R mantle cell lymphoma: final report of a phase I/II trial of the 
European MCL Network—(ICML) Novak #62.
> Experts believe there is no real important difference in terms of efficacy vs PI3K inhibitors and single agents. Moreover, the addition of 

bortezomib adds to the regimen toxicity

Immune priming with nivolumab followed by nivolumab & rituximab in 1st line treatment of follicular lymphoma: the phase 2 1ST
FLOR study—(ICML) Hawkes #81 
> These early data with an immune checkpoint inhibitor are seen as intriguing, However, experts noted that further study is needed in a larger 

cohort of patients and in a selected population that is eligible for combination chemotherapies

Efficacy and safety of ibrutinib in combination with rituximab as frontline treatment for indolent clinical forms of mantle cell
lymphoma. Results of the GELTAMO IMCL-2015 study—(ICML) Giné #60 
> The data are seen as intriguing, especially given the high rate of MRD negativity among CRs. A selected subset of patients with very 

indolent disease could be the best candidates for this combination. However, it is hard to draw solid conclusions because there is no 
historical benchmark for outcomes in this patient subset



KEY TAKEAWAYS: T-CELL LYMPHOMAS (1/2)
Emerging data support current approaches and suggest that allo-SCT could address unmet needs in PTCL

Impact of etoposide and autologous stem-cell transplantation on survival among young patients with PTCL in The Netherlands; a 
nationwide, population-based cohort study—(EHA) Brink #S220
> The data are seen as reinforcement of aggressive therapy and transplantation for PTCL as the standard of care for patients who can tolerate it

Autologous or allogeneic hematopoietic cell transplantation for PTCL-not otherwise specified and angioimmunoblastic T-cell 
lymphoma failing first-line therapy—(EHA) Kameda #S244
> Experts agreed that this study supports use of allo-SCT in PTCL, and demonstrates that this regimen may be appropriate in an expanded 

patient population that includes patients with poor performance status or not fully chemo-sensitive disease. This approach can offer good 
long-term outcomes in these hard-to-treat populations

ECHELON-2, (NCT01777152), 5-year results of a randomised, double-blind, phase 3 study of frontline brentuximab vedotin + CHP VS 
CHOP in patients with CD30-positive PTCL—(EHA) Domènech #EP506
> Experts believe ECHELON-2 demonstrated that prior treatment with brentuximab vedotin does not preclude patients from benefiting from 

subsequent brentuximab vedotin therapy 

Venetoclax as single agent in BCL2-positive relapsed/refractory PTCL. A phase 2 study of the Fondazione Italiana Linfomi—(EHA) Zaja 
#EP543 
> Venetoclax is seen as having limited potential in the R/R PTCL space. Its single-agent activity appears modest, and experts believe it will 

likely be difficult to combine with other agents because of overlapping toxicities



KEY TAKEAWAYS: T-CELL LYMPHOMAS (2/2)
Data for emerging agents appear promising, but further studies are needed before practice will be affected

Comparison of chidamide-contained treatment modalities versus chemotherapy in relapsed or refractory PTCL—(EHA) Cai #EP549 
> Experts believe the future of therapy in R/R PTCL is in chemo-free combination regimens. Therefore, the next step in treatment of T-cell 

lymphomas is expected to be the combination of HDAC inhibitors with other biologic agents, rather than with chemotherapy

Multi-center phase II study of romidepsin plus lenalidomide for patients with previously untreated PTCL—(ICML) Ruan #55 
> The efficacy and safety data are seen as very exciting. Larger studies are warranted

The combination of duvelisib and romidepsin (DR) is highly active against relapsed/refractory PTCL with low rates of transaminitis: 
final results—(ICML) Horwitz #56 
> Experts are interested in gaining access to duvelisib. However, they noted it is hard to discern if any incremental benefit is provided by 

duvelisib when it is added to romidepsin. Indeed, they believe that agents with other mechanisms of action might be better combination 
partners for romidepsin (eg, lenalidomide, as in Ruan #55)

Lacutamab in patients (pts) with advanced mycosis fungoides (MF) according to KIR3DL2 expression: early results from the 
TELLOMAK phase 2 trial—(ICML) Bagot #54 
> The activity of lacutamab is seen as promising, and it was described as being great in Sézary syndrome. The single-agent activity is seen as 

good, and experts believe it will be feasible to utilize lacutamab in combination approaches because of its favorable toxicity profile



KEY TAKEAWAYS: CLL (1/2)
Emerging data support expanded use of venetoclax in fixed-duration therapies and the ELEVATE-TN regimen in high-
risk CLL. Debulking approach is emerging as the new trend for reducing TLS

Venetoclax-obinutuzumab for previously untreated chronic lymphocytic leukemia: 4-year follow-up analysis of the randomized CLL14
study—(EHA) Al-Sawaf #S146
> The data support fixed-duration treatment as the best option for CLL with mutated IGHV. In the event of relapse, patients can be rescued in 

the second line with BTK inhibitors

Bendamustine, followed by obinutuzumab, acalabrutinib and venetoclax in patients (pts) with relapsed/refractory chronic lymphocytic 
leukemia (CLL): CLL2-BAAG trial of the GCLLSG—(ICML) Cramer #34
> The low rate of TLS in this study is noteworthy. Experts believe debulking therapy is emerging as an important strategy for reducing TLS, 

especially with agents such as venetoclax

Acalabrutinib ± obinutuzumab vs obinutuzumab + chlorambucil in treatment-naïve CLL: ELEVATE-TN 4-year follow-up—(EHA) 
Sharman #S148
> Acalabrutinib + obinutuzumab is superior to the current standard of care (fixed duration), but it requires continuing therapy. The activity of 

acalabrutinib + obinutuzumab in poor-prognosis patients with high-risk genetic factors such as IGHV and TP53 mutation is crucial, as 
effective treatment for these patients is an unmet medical need

Primary analysis of the fixed-duration cohort from the phase 2 CAPTIVATE study of first-line ibrutinib + venetoclax for CLL/SLL—
(EHA) Allan #S147
> Experts view the data as impressive in terms of ORR and MRD also in TP53 mutation-positive patients, and with no added toxicities. Key 

attributes are that it is a fixed-duration therapy and has efficacy in high-risk patients 



KEY TAKEAWAYS: CLL (2/2)
Fixed-duration venetoclax-based therapies are attractive, and later-generation BTKi are coming of age

CAPTIVATE primary analysis of first-line treatment with fixed‐duration ibrutinib plus venetoclax for CLL/SLL—(ICML) Tam #32
> This represents another fixed-duration therapy with efficacy in high-risk patients. The ORR and MRD are seen as impressive, especially in the 

TP53 mutation-positive patients. One key benefit of the combination is that there were no added toxicities

MRD-guided or fixed 12 cycles of venetoclax consolidation after venetoclax plus obinutuzumab treatment in first-line FCR unfit 
patients with CLL: primary endpoint analysis of the HOVON 139/GIVE trial—(EHA) Levin #S149
> The concept of MRD-guided consolidation therapy with venetoclax is seen as promising and warrants further study. However, it is not yet 

ready for use in clinical practice

First interim analysis of ALPINE study: results of a phase 3 randomized study of zanubrutinib vs ibrutinib in patients with 
relapsed/refractory CLL/SLL—(EHA) Hillmen #LB1900 and First results of a head-to-head trial of acalabrutinib versus ibrutinib in 
previously treated CLL—(EHA) Hillmen #S145
> In these preliminary analyses, the later-generation BTKi had higher ORR in comparison with ibrutinib, especially in high-risk patients: 

del(11q) and del(17p). They appear to have a better safety profile with less atrial fibrillation. Further follow-up is needed. It is unclear whether 
these agents can replace ibrutinib in combination regimens such as CAPTIVATE

Fixed-duration ibrutinib and venetoclax (I+V) versus chlorambucil plus obinutuzumab (CLB+O) for first-line (1L) CLL: primary analysis 
of the phase 3 GLOW study—(EHA) Kater #LB1902
> Results are seen as very exciting. The efficacy appears better than the standard of care in all subgroups of patients. The fact that this is 

fixed-duration and produces durable responses would allow patients to be off therapy for extended periods of time, which makes it very attractive



KEY TAKEAWAYS: CAR T (1/2)
Multiple advances are underway in the CAR T space but not yet ready. Better prediction of hematotoxicity will be 
useful for management of CAR T patients

First results of DLBCL patients treated with CAR-T cells and enrolled in DESCAR-T registry, a French real-life database for CAR-T 
cells in hematologic malignancies—(ICML) Le Gouill #84
> Experts are reassured by this real-world outcomes study. The 60% of patients in whom anti-CD19 CAR T-cell therapy failed is seen as 

consistent with the outcomes in clinical trials

CAR-HEMATOTOX: a discriminative model for CAR T-cell related hematotoxicity in relapsed/refractory large B-cell lymphoma—(ICML) 
Rejeski #82
> The ability to predict hematologic toxicity is viewed as a very useful advancement and will become an important factor in selection of patients 

and their management during CAR T therapy

Outcome of large B‐cell lymphoma patients failing CD19 targeted CAR-T therapy—(ICML) Kuhni #87
> Results are seen as discouraging in that less than half of the patients for whom CAR T failed did not receive subsequent therapy. However, 

the study was in the UK, and therapy options would have potentially been constrained vs other countries because of NICE restrictions on 
therapies

Efficacy and safety of tisagenlecleucel in adult patients with relapsed/refractory follicular lymphoma: primary analysis of the phase 2 
ELARA trial—(EHA) Schuster #S210 and Efficacy and safety of tisagenlecleucel (TISA-CEL) in adult patients (pts) with 
relapsed/refractory follicular lymphoma (R/R FL): primary analysis of the phase 2 ELARA trial—(ICML) Schuster #85
> Outcomes from the ELARA trial establish tisa-cel as a strong competitor for axi-cel in third-line FL. The absence of severe CRS and limited 

neurotoxicity are seen as excellent, as is the proportion of patients who actually received the CAR T product



KEY TAKEAWAYS: CAR T (2/2)
EHA data support the use of axi-cel in R/R FL, especially in patients with POD24

A comparison of clinical outcomes from ZUMA-5 (axicabtagene ciloleucel) and the international SCHOLAR-5 external control cohort in 
relapsed/refractory follicular lymphoma (R/R FL)—Ghione (EHA) #LB1904 
> Although this was not a direct comparison and there was an imbalance in performance status, the propensity score analysis data so strongly 

favor CAR T therapy vs other regimens used in 3L for FL that this is seen as convincing evidence for CAR T superiority in patients matching 
the ZUMA-5 population

Outcomes in ZUMA-5 with axicabtagene ciloleucel in patients with relapsed/refractory indolent non-Hodgkin lymphoma who had the 
high-risk feature of early progression after first chemotherapy—(EHA) Jacobson #S213
> The data support the use of axi-cel in patients with POD24. The outcomes in these high-risk patients are not as favorable as those with 

lower-risk disease receiving axi-cel. However, they are better than those seen with other therapies, and the potential use of CAR T earlier in 
the treatment continuum for patients with POD24 after 1L therapy was discussed as a possible option



Update on DLBCL



KEY TAKEAWAYS: DLBCL
ADCs

The CD37-targeting ADC naratuximab emtansine has promising 
activity in combination with rituximab in SCT-ineligible R/R 
DLBCL, and further studies are warranted

Updated data from LOTIS-2 confirm extended efficacy and 
safety results from earlier analyses
> Responses were durable and were especially impressive among 

patients with poor-risk features
> Experts believe this agent, now approved in the US, will be 

adopted in 3L-and-beyond R/R DLBCL, on the basis of earlier 
data and this update

> Experts discussed that lonca does not appear to cause loss of 
CD19 expression, and they believe it can be sequenced before 
and after other CD19-targeted therapies

> Further studies of combination regimens and settings are 
warranted

Overall

Data from EHA and ICML are seen as reinforcement for current 
practices/confirmation of findings with longer-term follow-up 
and for “door-opening” for new therapy modalities
> Further studies of the feasibility of rapid molecular genetic 

screening and addition of targeted therapies to R-CHOP in 1L 
are warranted

> The use of “ramp-up” dosing regimens to reduce the risk of CRS 
with immunotherapies is seen as innovative and exciting

> Data underscore the value of ADCs in current clinical practice 
and add further refinement for their roles in DLBCL (eg, 
avoidance of bendamustine-rituximab + polatuzumab vedotin in 
patients who might be CAR T candidates later on, need for 
ongoing treatment with tafasitamab + lenalidomide in order to 
maintain DLBCL control, demonstrated activity of lonca in 
patients with prior anti-CD19 therapy)

> Further study of monoclonals and bispecifics is warranted



KEY TAKEAWAYS: DLBCL
Molecular targeted therapies are promising in DLBCL Bispecifics and mAbs (continued)

Experts believe a strategy of genetic screening and adapting therapy 
accordingly could become feasible. They expect clinical practice to 
evolve in this direction
> Experts are impressed by the genetic subtype-guided therapy study (Zhang 

et al)
> Genetic screening moves the field toward more-refined molecular 

classification beyond cell-of-origin dichotomy
> Results are based on very small numbers in each of the genetic subtypes, 

but they are consistently in favor of the targeted therapy + R-CHOP 
treatment vs R-CHOP alone

> Experts believe outcomes could be further improved by use of emerging, 
more potent, targeted therapies than those included in the Zhang et al study

Tafasitamab is seen as generally well tolerated with 
activity as a single agent and in combination with 
lenalidomide in 1L and R/R DLBCL, although larger 
studies and data in poor-prognosis patients are 
needed
> Results from both studies are seen as very promising
> However, experts noted that L-MIND and  First-MIND 

excluded patients who had the most difficult disease 
(eg, double-hit lymphoma and primary-refractory 
disease), which could have inflated the efficacy data 
by including only good-prognosis patients

Two bispecific agents showed promising preliminary 
study results
> The CD20/CD3 bispecific SC epcoritamab has good 

tolerability with step-up dosing, and further studies 
are warranted to optimize therapy combination 
partners and optimal patient selection. Responses 
appear durable

> The double-CD20/CD3 bispecific intravenous 
glofitamab also has good tolerability but requires 
pretreatment with obinutuzumab followed by step-up 
dosing. Although follow-up was short, many 
responses are ongoing

Bispecifics and mAbs

Experts see mosunetuzumab as a promising new agent, especially in 
patients who are elderly or have comorbidities
> The combination regimen of mosunetuzumab with polatuzumab vedotin is 

seen as promising, and further studies or this combination are 
recommended

> Mosunetuzumab monotherapy is considered well tolerated with good 
activity in patients who are elderly or have comorbidities



GENETIC SUBTYPE GUIDED RITUX‐BASED IMMUNOCHEMOTHERAPY 
IMPROVES OUTCOME IN NEWLY DIAGNOSED DLBCL: FIRST REPORT OF 
A RANDOMIZED PHASE 2 STUDY
ZHANG ET AL. 2021 ICML #26
STUDY POPULATION
> Previously untreated DLBCL patients (N = 128) with IPI ≥2 were 

treated with 1 cycle of R-CHOP and then assigned by genetic 
subtype to 5 cycles of R-CHOP alone or + ibrutinib (MCD-/BN2-
like); Len (N1-like); tucidinostat (EZB-like); decitabine (TP53
mutated); Len (others)

> Median follow-up: 16.1 mo

OUTCOME
> CR rate was 87% for R-CHOP-X vs 66% for R-CHOP (P = .003)
> ORR was 92% vs 74%, respectively

PFS
> 1-yr PFS was 93% (95% CI: 81%–97%) for R-CHOP-X and 

73% (60%–83%) for R-CHOP

DR DAVIES’ CONCLUSIONS
> These data are exciting because they show that molecular targets can be identified in time to guide therapy, and addition of specific marker-

targeted agents can provide clinically significant improvements in ORR and PFS for affected patients 
> “This is an amazing piece of work given that we’ve really only resolved these molecular subclasses in the last 2 years or so”

PFS BY R-CHOP-X VS R-CHOP ALONE



PROMISING TOLERABILITY AND EFFICACY RESULTS FROM DOSE-
ESCALATION IN AN ONGOING PHASE IB/II STUDY OF MOSUNETUZUMAB 
WITH POLATUZUMAB VEDOTIN FOR R/R B-CELL NHL
GHOSH ET AL. 2021 ASH #S222
STUDY POPULATION
> Patients with R/R FL (grade 1–3) or aggressive NHL (de novo DLBCL, 

transformed FL, FL grade 3B) were treated with mosunetuzumab-
polatuzumab vedotin
– Mosunetuzumab was step-up dosed to mitigate CRS risk

OUTCOME
> No high-grade CRS; all events were grade 1
> CRS occurred after mosunetuzumab initial dose (median time to onset: 2 

days), and resolved with tocilizumab, ICU admission, or vasopressors
> No immune effector cell-associated neurotox syndrome events

Authors’ conclusions on mosunetuzumab-polatuzumab
> Acceptable safety profile; no grade ≥2 CRS
> Promising efficacy in R/R NHL with predominantly aggressive histologies
> Early pharmacodynamic changes: induction of T-cell activation makers 

and interferon-γ

DR DAVIES’ CONCLUSIONS
> An exciting attribute of this treatment regimen is its safety and broad applicability to many different patient types and limited utilization of 

hospital beds for administration
> Activity is promising

RESPONSE RATES AND AEs



MOSUNETUZUMAB MONOTHERAPY FOR ELDERLY/UNFIT PATIENTS 
WITH 1L DLBCL CONTINUES TO SHOW PROMISING SAFETY AND 
EFFICACY WITH DURABLE COMPLETE RESPONSES
OLSZEWSKI ET AL. 2021 EHA #EP503
STUDY POPULATION
> Treatment-naive, elderly/unfit DLBCL or HGBCL patients ineligible 

for R-CHOP (N = 48)
> Prednisone ± vincristine before step-up mosunetuzumab dosing

OUTCOME
> Most common AEs: CRS (29%), fatigue (19%), abdominal pain 

(15%), febrile neutropenia (grade 3) in only 1 patient 
> Grade ≥3 neutropenia in 10%; one grade 5 sudden death (natural 

cause)

Authors’ conclusions on mosunetuzumab monotherapy
> Favorable toxicity profile in older and/or unfit patients with 

previously untreated DLBCL. CRS was grade ≤2 and in cycle 1 
only

> Promising efficacy in elderly/unfit patients, with durable CRs
> Potential for use in chemo-free or -light regimens in patients 

unfit for R-CHOP

DR DAVIES’ CONCLUSIONS
> This approach could represent an important advance for patients who are ineligible for the standard 1L R-CHOP therapy, and CR rate was 

promising in this elderly/frail poor-prognosis patient cohort

ORR BY COHORT



FIRST-MIND: A PHASE IB, OPEN-LABEL, RANDOMIZED STUDY TO 
ASSESS SAFETY OF TAFASITAMAB OR TAFA + LENALIDOMIDE IN 
ADDITION TO R-CHOP IN PATIENTS WITH NEWLY DIAGNOSED DLBCL
BELADA ET AL. 2021 ICML #EP496 
STUDY POPULATION
> R/R DLBCL (1–3 prior regimens) not eligible for ASCT (N = 80) 

treated with 12 cycles of tafa + len; tafa monotherapy continued 
until progression in patients with SD or better

OUTCOME
> ORR in 46 (57.5%) patients overall

Outcome by prior therapy lines

DR DAVIES’ CONCLUSIONS
> The safety data in the study are convincing and demonstrate tolerability in this cohort (although the data were not shown at the EPICS 

meeting), some of which were heavily pretreated
> Further study in a larger cohort is needed to better understand the efficacy of this regimen relative to other therapy options

PFS BY PRIOR THERAPIES

Endpoint Overall 1 prior line ≥2 prior lines

ORR/CR 57.5%/17.5% 67.5%/47.5% 47.5%/32.5%

PFS 1 yr/3 yr 50%/41.1% 57.8%/47.8% 47.1%/34.3%

OS 1 yr/3 yr 73.7%/47.3% 86.9%/59.7% 60.1%/34.7%



LONG‐TERM ANALYSES FROM L‐MIND, A PHASE II STUDY OF TAFA + 
LENALIDOMIDE (LEN) ADDED TO R-CHOP IN PTS WITH  R/R DLBCL
DUEL ET AL. 2021 ICML #28

STUDY POPULATION
> Newly diagnosed (ND) DLBCL IPI 2–5 pts (N = 66) randomized to 

6 cycles of tafa + R-CHOP or tafa + len + R-CHOP

OUTCOME
> Addition of len was associated with an increase in blood and 

lymphatic system AEs both overall and high-grade events (figure), 
but rates of febrile neutropenia were similar between arms

> ORR for both arms pooled was 83.3%, with 75% CR

Authors’ conclusions
> Addition of tafa or tafa-len to R-CHOP is tolerable in ND DLBCL
> No unexpected safety signals or late emergent toxicities
> Dose-intensity of R-CHOP was not impeded by tafa/tafa-len
> The frontMIND study is investigating tafa/len + R-CHOP in 

high-intermediate and high-risk DLBCL

DR DAVIES’ CONCLUSIONS
> Although this study was in ND DLBCL, this regimen would be useful for patients with refractory disease. Some of the responses were very 

durable
> This combination regimen (which is now being studied in frontMIND is effective, very safe, and well tolerated 

AEs AND AE SEVERITY BY TREATMENT ARM



SAFETY AND EFFICACY OF CD37-TARGETING NARATUXIMAB 
EMTANSINE + RITUX IN DLBCL AND OTHER NHLS - A PHASE 2 STUDY
LEVY ET AL. 2021 EHA #LBA1903 

STUDY POPULATION
> R/R NHL (DLBCL, FL, MCL, MZL) patients with 1–6 prior 

therapies and ineligible for SCT were treated with naratuximab 
emtansine + rituximab (N = 100); Cohort 1 (n = 20) included 
patients with different NHLs; Cohorts A and B were DLBCL treated 
either Q3W (n = 50) or QW (n = 30)

OUTCOME
> Hematologic toxicity was generally manageable; 8 patients 

discontinued due to TEAE
> Ten grade 5 TEAEs; 2 considered related to treatment

ORR
> In patients with DLBCL and longest tumor diameter ≤7.5 cm (n 

= 61), ORR was 50.8%, and 3+ line nonprimary refractory 
patients had an ORR of 46.4% and CR rate of 32.1%

DR DAVIES’ CONCLUSIONS
> Although the data are early, they are sufficient to demonstrate that CD37 is a good target in DLBCL for use in ADCs, a modality that works 

well in this setting

RESPONSES IN DIFFERENT STUDY COHORTS



SUBCUTANEOUS EPCORITAMAB IN PATIENTS WITH R/R B-CELL NHL: 
SAFETY PROFILE AND ANTI-TUMOR ACTIVITY
MOUS ET AL. EHA 2021 #EP499 AND HUTCHINGS ET AL. ICML 2021 #16

STUDY POPULATION
> Dose-escalation study of 0.128–60 mg SC epcoritamab in 

RR/CD20+ B-NHL previously treated with anti-CD20 mAb 

OUTCOME
> TEAEs were (all/grade 3–4, %): pyrexia (63/6), CRS (59/0), 

injection site reaction (47/0), fatigue (38/6), diarrhea (26/0), 
hypotension (25/6), dyspnea (24/0), tachycardia (21/0), anemia 
(10/13)

> Responses were seen across histologies (DLBCL, FL, MCL)

DR DAVIES’ CONCLUSIONS
> Epcoritamab is highly effective in patients with R/R aggressive lymphoma, and has the advantage of SC administration. The CRS seen 

appears to occur early and to be very manageable. Further data are needed to demonstrate the long-term durability of the response

SWIMMER PLOT AND DURABILITY OF RESPONSES



GLOFITAMAB STEP-UP DOSING: UPDATED EFFICACY DATA SHOW HIGH 
CR RATES IN HEAVILY PRETREATED R/R NHL PATIENTS
CARLO-STELLA ET AL. 2021 EHA #EP501 AND ICML #15

STUDY POPULATION
> Patients with R/R B-cell NHL expected to express CD20 (N = 

52) were pretreated with Gpt and then treated with step-up 
doses of glofitamab in a dose-escalation study (2.5/20/16 mg 
or 2.5/10/30 mg)

OUTCOME
> 90% of patients experience treatment-related AEs; 55.8% had serious, and 40.4% had grade 3/4 treatment-related AEs
> CRS was more common in cycle 1, and occurred more frequently in cycle 2 for the higher dose. There was only one grade 4 even

DR DAVIES’ CONCLUSIONS
> Glofitamab is highly effective in patients with R/R aggressive lymphoma. The CRS seen appears to occur early and to be very manageable 

when glofitamab is administered with step-up dosing. Further data are needed to demonstrate the long-term durability of the response

ORR BY NHL TYPE AND DOSING COHORT



DURATION OF RESPONSE TO LONCASTUXIMAB TESIRINE IN R/R DLBCL 
BY DEMOGRAPHIC AND CLINICAL CHARACTERISTICS: SUBGROUP 
ANALYSES FROM LOTIS 2
ZINZANI ET AL. 2021 EHA #7546 AND ICML #177
STUDY POPULATION
> R/R DLBCL patients were treated with loncastuximab tesirine

OUTCOME
> ORR was 48.3%, with 24.8% CR
> Median DOR was 13.4 months among all responders, 5.7 months 

for PR, and not reached for CR
> Median PFS: 4.9 months
> Median OS: 9.5 months

DR DAVIES’ CONCLUSIONS
> Lonca is a useful new agent for treated R/R DLBCL. Ongoing follow-up suggests the responses are durable. The lack of any new safety 

signals with longer-term follow-up is reassuring, and this agent is likely to be adopted in R/R DLBCL

DOR OF RESPONSE TYPE



Update on Indolent NHLs (FL and MCL)



KEY TAKEAWAYS: iNHLs
Multiple studies reinforce current treatment practices Other studies show promise, but further data are needed

The FOLL12 trial results are seen as conclusive evidence 
“cementing” the current practice of administering 2 years of 
maintenance rituximab after reaching PR or better on 1L 
bendamustine + rituximab in patients with FL
> Even patients who were PET negative after induction and had 

undetectable MRD (at least at the 10–4 cutoff used) gained 
significant benefit from maintenance

Interim data from MAGNIFY reinforce the use of R2 in R/R 
MCL
> Activity demonstrated in rituximab-refractory disease is 

encouraging and could increase use of R2 in that setting

Further studies are needed to investigate the duration of 
remission with the venetoclax + len combination and to 
determine the optimal patient population for 1L ibrutinib + 
rituximab

Experts are impressed with the activity signals and the excellent 
tolerability of venetoclax + len + rituximab in 1L MCL, and results 
from the expansion study are eagerly awaited

Copanlisib demonstrated that combining rituximab with a PI3K 
inhibitor is possible, and efficacy is promising
> Experts find results from the CHRONOS-3 study of copanlisib + 

rituximab very promising, and noted that ORR and CRs compare 
favorably with those of ibrutinib and umbralisib in R/R iNHL, 
especially MZL

> Dr Zinzani believes there will be a lot of uptake in R/R MZL

1st FLOR demonstrated that combining nivolumab (which has 
limited activity as monotherapy in iNHL) with rituximab is an 
active and well-tolerated regimen 
> Further follow-up in larger populations/in select populations, such 

as in patients who cannot tolerate chemotherapy, are needed to 
identify a possible role for this combination



RESPONSE ADAPTED POST INDUCTION THERAPY IN FL: UPDATED 
RESULTS OF THE FOLL12 TRIAL BY THE FONDAZIONE ITALIANA 
LINFOMI (FIL) 
LUMINARI ET AL. 2021 ICML #080
STUDY POPULATION
> Treatment-naive, advanced-stage, high tumor burden FL patients 

randomized to standard rituximab maintenance (RM) or a 
response-oriented postinduction approach on the basis of
metabolic response and molecular assessment of MRD

OUTCOME
> Median follow-up 53 months; standard arm had significantly better 

PFS vs experimental (3-year PFS 86% vs 72%; P <.001) 
> 3-year OS was 98% (95% CI: 96–99) and 97% (95% CI: 95–99) in 

the reference and experimental arm, respectively (P = .238)

Authors’ conclusions
> Metabolic and a molecular response-adapted therapy were 

associated with significantly inferior PFS vs 2-year RM
> Better efficacy of standard RM was confirmed in the subgroup 

analysis for patients achieving both CMR and MRD negativity

DR ZINZANI’S CONCLUSIONS
> The approach is seen as intriguing, and investigations of further, more stringent assessments could provide better therapy guidance. 

However, this would likely be impractical for many markets, especially in social medicine situations

PFS BY MOLECULAR RESPONSE AND MRD STATUS

Arm A: reference; Arm B: 
experimental 
(A) CMR patients (N = 628: 
3-yr PFS 90% and 72% for 
standard and experimental 
arm, respectively (P = <.001)
(B) CMR and MRD– (N = 
299: 92% vs 78%; P <.001)
(C) CMR and MRD+ (N = 46: 
96% and 45%; P = .004).
(D) without CMR (N = 65, no 
difference, P = .274)



CHRONOS-3: RANDOMIZED PHASE III STUDY OF COPANLISIB PLUS 
RITUXIMAB VS RITUXIMAB/PLACEBO IN RELAPSED iNHL
ZINZANI ET AL. 2021 EHA #S211

STUDY POPULATION
> CD20-positive iNHL (FL, MZL, SLL, LPL/WM) relapsed post-

rituximab or anti-CD20 mAb; unwilling or unfit for chemo (N = 458)

DR ZINZANI’S CONCLUSIONS
> This study showed robust efficacy benefits of adding copanlisib to rituximab in R/R CD20-positive NHL
> There are no head-to-head data, but these results compare favorably with those of R2 in this setting
> Future studies are planned in patients eligible for CAR T and in the MZL setting

PRIMARY ENDPOINT: PFS IN ALL PATIENTS WITH iNHL

OUTCOME
> ITT: mPFS 21.5 mo with copanlisib + rituximab vs 13.8 mo with 

rituximab

Efficacy
> In FL: 22.2 vs 18.7 mo
> In MZL: 22.1 vs 11.5 mo
> ITT: ORR/CR 81%/34% 

with copanlisib + 
rituximab vs 48%/15% for 
rituximab

Safety 
> Common AEs with copanlisib + 

rituximab (all grade/grade 3–4): 
hyperglycemia (69%/56%), 
hypertension (49%/40%), diarrhea 
(34%/5%)

> SAEs/grade 5: copanlisib + 
rituximab (47%/6 patients) vs 
rituximab (19%/1 patient)



INDUCTION R2 FOLLOWED BY MAINTENANCE IN PATIENTS WITH R/R 
MCL: INTERIM ANALYSIS FROM THE PHASE 3B MAGNIFY STUDY
SHARMAN ET AL. 2021 ICML #63 

STUDY POPULATION
> FL (grade 1–3b), transformed FL, MZL, or MCL with  ≥1 prior 

therapy
> Treated with R2 and randomized to extended R2 or rituximab only

OUTCOME
> 12 (16%) CR/CRu and 25 (34%) PR after initial R2

Efficacy
> Median DOR was 31.6 

mo overall and in the 
rituximab-refractory 
subset, and 28.5 mo in 
the nonrefractory 
subset

Safety 
> AEs (all/grade 3–4): neutropenia 

(51%/46%), fatigue (44%/7%), 
constipation (28%/0), cough 
(28%/1%), dyspnea (26%/10%), 
nausea (26%/1%), anemia 
(22%/11%)

DR ZINZANI’S CONCLUSIONS
> The regimen is seen as immediately useful in rituximab-refractory MCL patients who are elderly 
> However, other more promising regimens that are in late-phase testing are likely to supplant the MAGNIFY regimen when the data from their 

ongoing studies mature in the mid- to near-future

PFS BY SENSITIVITY TO RITUXIMAB

PFS, median 
(95% CI), mo

All MCL (n = 72) 28.0 (8.6–34.3)

R-ref: yes (n = 25) 14.7 (4.4–34.1)

R-ref: no (n = 47) 30.1 (8.6–39.4)



SAKK 36/13 - IBRUTINIB PLUS BORTEZOMIB AND IBRUTINIB 
MAINTENANCE FOR R/R MCL: FINAL REPORT OF A PH I/II TRIAL OF THE 
EUROPEAN MCL NETWORK
NOVAK ET AL. 2021 ICML #062 
STUDY POPULATION
> R/R MCL (N = 55) treated with 4–6 cycles SC bortezomib + 

ibrutinib to PD

OUTCOME
> ORR: 87%, CR: 44%, mDOR: 22.7 mo, mPFS: 18.6 mo

Efficacy
> ORR was 82% (22% CR) for combination 

and 87% (44%) during maintenance
• ORR was lower in patients with Ki67 

>30, p53 50, and blastoid/polymorph 
> Median time to response was 2.4 mo

Safety 
> 24% grade 3 

infections; 16.4% 
grade 4 
hematotox; 14.5% 
neurotox (mostly 
grade 1–2)

DR ZINZANI’S CONCLUSIONS
> The ibrutinib + SC bortezomib regimen is not an advance over currently available options
> The high rate of severe infections, likely because of the addition of bortezomib, further reduces the attractiveness of this combination

DURATION OF RESPONSE AND PFS FOR SAKK 36/13



IMMUNE PRIMING WITH NIVOLUMAB FOLLOWED BY NIVOLUMAB & 
RITUXIMAB IN 1ST LINE FOLLICULAR LYMPHOMA: PHASE II 1ST FLOR
STUDY
HAWKES ET AL.  2021 ICML #81
STUDY POPULATION
> Treatment-naive stage III–IV FL (N = 39) treated with nivolumab 

then switched to nivolumab + rituximab if PR/SD/asymptomatic 
PD, or kept on nivolumab only if in CR 

OUTCOME
> The primary endpoint was met: only 16 (41%) patients had grade ≥3 

toxicity during induction; total grade ≥3 toxicity: 25 (64%) patients

Efficacy
> ORR 92%; CR rate 56%
> ORR to nivolumab priming: 28% (5% 

CR)
– 6/16 patients with PR converted to 

CR in maintenance
> mDOR not reached at median follow-up 

of 22 mo

Safety 
> One patient stopped 

nivolumab after 
induction due to 
toxicity (pancreatitis, 
transaminitis, 
hepatitis, rash)

DR ZINZANI’S CONCLUSIONS
> The efficacy data are promising, and the regimen deserves further study
> Further study should involve a control arm. Comparison with combination chemotherapy is recommended, although that would require

inclusion of young, fit patients who can tolerate such regimens

OS (A) AND PFS (B)



EFFICACY AND SAFETY OF IBRUTINIB + RITUXIMAB AS 1L TREATMENT 
FOR INDOLENT MCL. RESULTS OF THE GELTAMO IMCL‐2015 STUDY
GINÉ ET AL. 2021 ICML #60 

STUDY POPULATION
> Patients with previously untreated, clinically indolent MCL (N = 50) 

treated with continuous ibrutinib + rituximab

OUTCOME
> ORR 84%; CR 80%
> 3-yr: OS 91%, PFS 92%, EFS 77%

Safety 
> “Predictable”

DR ZINZANI’S CONCLUSIONS
> This regimen was effective in achieving CR and MRD negativity in a large proportion of treated patients
> However, there is no benchmark for MRD negativity in patients with very indolent disease, confounding attempts to place the data in context

ORR AND MRD OUTCOMES



Update on T-Cell Lymphoma



KEY TAKEAWAYS: TCL
Multiple studies reinforce current treatment practices Other studies show promise, but further data are needed

The current practice of using CHOP or CHOEP + ASCT for  
young, fit patients with ALCL, AITL, or PTCL-NOS is supported 
by a retrospective analysis (N = 1439)

Five-year data from ECHELON-2 reinforce earlier data, 
confirming brentuximab vedotin + CHP as a standard of care 
in ALCL
> This subtype is believed to be driven by epigenetic disease and 

might be especially susceptible to biologic agents

There is an unmet need for new therapies and biomarkers to 
guide treatment decisions for PTCL

Single-agent venetoclax was found to have limited activity in 
BCL2-positive R/R PTCL
> Further study is needed to optimize patient selection

Chidamide + chemotherapy has shown preliminary activity in 
2L T-cell lymphoma, especially in higher-risk patients. Study 
power was small, and further investigations are warranted

Romidepsin + len showed very promising activity, albeit in a 
very small study, in 1L PTCL
> Further investigations of this chemo-free biologic therapy 

combination are warranted

The romidepsin + duvelisib combination is well tolerated, but 
further investigation is needed to determine if it is more 
efficacious than duvelisib alone in PTCL

Lacutamab demonstrated promising activity and excellent 
tolerability in TELOMAK in advanced mycosis fungoides 
> Further research on expression of its target, KIR3DL2, is needed

“We’re moving away from single-agent therapies and that 
includes HDAC inhibitors, and I think the next step in T-cell 

lymphoma will be combining HDAC inhibitors with other 
biological agents, with another biologic in place of 

chemotherapy.” – Stefan Barta



IMPACT OF ETOPOSIDE AND ASCT ON SURVIVAL AMONG YOUNG 
PATIENTS WITH PTCL IN THE NETHERLANDS; A NATIONWIDE, 
POPULATION-BASED COHORT STUDY
BRINK ET AL. 2021 EHA #S220
STUDY POPULATION
> Patients <65 yr w/stage II–IV ALCL, AITL, or PTCL-NOS and 

diagnosed 1989–2018 in the Netherlands Cancer Registry (N = 
1439)

> ALCL, n = 519; AITL, n = 294; PTCL-NOS, n = 626
> 31% received ASCT in 2009–2018 vs 5% before 2009 (P <.001);  

similar trends for all T-NHL subtypes

OUTCOME
> 5-year OS for ALCL (57%) > AITL (44%) > PTCL (32%) and 

increased over time (by 11%)
Authors’ conclusions
> CHO(E)P followed by ASCT remains the 1L therapeutic regimen 

for young and fit T-NHL patients

DR BARTA’S CONCLUSIONS
> The data reinforce the current standard of care as aggressive therapy and transplantation for PTCL patients who can tolerate it

OS BY THERAPEUTIC REGIMEN



MULTI-CENTER PHASE II STUDY OF ROMIDEPSIN PLUS LENALIDOMIDE 
FOR PATIENTS WITH PREVIOUSLY UNTREATED PERIPHERAL T-CELL 
LYMPHOMA (PTCL)
RUAN ET AL. 2021 EHA #55
STUDY POPULATION
> Patients with untreated PTCL (AITL, PTCL, ALCL [ALK neg], 

ETCL, SPLTCL, ATLL) ≥60 years old or CIRS score ineligible for 
chemo treated with romidepsin (10 or 14 mg/m2) + len

OUTCOME
> In 20 evaluable pts, ORR 75% with 30% CR
> ORR/CR rates in AITL (n = 13): 84.6%/38.5%
Authors’ conclusions
> This study provides the first demonstration that chemo-free 

biologic combination of romidepsin and lenalidomide is feasible 
and effective as initial therapy for PTCL pts who are not 
candidates for cytotoxic chemotherapy

> These data justify further evaluation of such novel agents as a 
frontline strategy

DR BARTA’S CONCLUSIONS
> The efficacy and safety data are very exciting. Larger studies are warranted

OS AND PFS OVERALL AND IN THE AITL COHORT



AUTOLOGOUS OR ALLOGENEIC HEMATOPOIETIC CELL 
TRANSPLANTATION FOR PTCL-NOS AND ANGIOIMMUNOBLASTIC T-
CELL LYMPHOMA FAILING 1L THERAPY 
KAMEDA ET AL. 2021 EHA #S244
STUDY POPULATION
> Retrospective analysis of registry data (Japan Society for HCT): adults who 

underwent HCT after 2, 3, or 4 lines of therapy between 2006–2018 (N = 762)
> n = 449 PTCL-NOS, n = 313 AITL: 59% auto-HCT (n = 450); 41% allo-HCT (n = 

312); 65% chemo-sensitive (23% CR1 [n = 172]; 14% PR1 [n = 112]; 28% 
relapsed-sensitive [n = 210]) vs 35% chemo-refractory (19% 1○ ref [n = 142]; 
16% RR [n = 126])

OUTCOME
> Allo-HCT patients were younger (med: 53 vs 58; P <.001); had more prior lines 

of therapy (>2: 63% vs 33%), higher HCT-CI  (P <.001), and worse PS (P <.001)
> 2-year nonrelapse mortality: chemo-sensitive – auto-HCT vs allo-HCT 9.7% vs 

23.3%; chemo-refractory 9.7% vs 36.3%
> MVA: allo-HCT significantly better for PFS in chemo-sensitive patients (HR 0.68; 

P =  .01); marginally better for PFS in chemo-refractory patients (HR 0.73; P = 
.06); tended to be better OS for relapsed-sensitive disease (HR 0.61; P = .07) 
and 1○ref disease (hazard ratio 0.51; P = .02).

AUTHORS’ CONCLUSIONS
> Allo-HCT for PTCL-NOS and AITL failing 1L therapy can result in comparable survival outcomes despite more unfavorable factors. Patients 

with relapsed-sensitive and primary-refractory disease may be good candidates for allo-HCT if suitable donor is available

OS BY CHEMOSENSITIVITY AND SCT



ECHELON-2 (NCT01777152), 5-YR RESULTS OF A RANDOMISED, 
DOUBLE-BLIND, PHASE 3 STUDY OF 1L BRENTUXIMAB VEDOTIN + CHP 
VS CHOP IN CD30+ PTCL
DOMÈNECH ET AL. 2021 EHA #EP506
STUDY POPULATION
> CD30-expressing previously treated PTCL (sALCL [including ALK 

positive with IPI ≥2 and ALK negative]; PTCL, AITL, ATLL, EATL, 
HSTCL) treated with brentuximab vedotin + CHP or CHOP for 6–8 
cycles

OUTCOME
> Benefit of brentuximab vedotin + CHP was confirmed and 

extended in the 5-yr follow-up (figures)
– Benefit most pronounced in ALCL (69.9%): HR 0.55; P <.001

> PSN similar in both arms (55%)
– Resolution or improvement in close to three-fourths of patients
– Residual PSN nearly exclusively grade 1–2

> (Re)treatment with brentuximab vedotin was feasible after 
progression on study and resulted in ORR generally similar to that 
on study

DR BARTA’S CONCLUSIONS
> ECHELON-2 demonstrates that prior treatment with brentuximab vedotin does not preclude patients from benefiting from subsequent 

brentuximab vedotin therapy 

OS BY CHEMOSENSITIVITY

Hazard ratio 0.70 (0.53–0.91); 
P = .008

Hazard ratio 0.72 (0.53–0.99); 
P = .042



VENETOCLAX AS SINGLE AGENT IN BCL2-POSITIVE R/R PTCL. A 
PHASE 2 STUDY OF THE FONDAZIONE ITALIANA LINFOMI
ZAJA ET AL. 2021 EHA #EP543

STUDY POPULATION
> R/R PTCLs (PTCL-NOS, AITL, and other nodal T-cell lymphomas of T-follicular helper origin); BCL2-positive tumor cells ≥25% (N = 17) 

treated with venetoclax 1-week ramp-up, then 800 mg daily until PD or unacceptable toxicity

OUTCOME
> NPTCL-NOS (76.5%); AITL (23.5%); 64.7% stage IV; median 2 prior systemic therapies (1–15; in 8 patients >2); 29% ECOG >1
> 1 CR (6%); 2 SD (12%): overall therapeutic activity in 3/17 patients (18%); at a median follow-up of 8.2 months, n = 2 remained on treatment 

(1 CR and 1 SD) 
– 76.4% interrupted the treatment due to disease progression, all but 1 within cycle 5

> On the basis of design rules (Simon 2-stage design) due to ORR rate <30%, enrollment was stopped
> Median OS 8.8 months (7.1–not reached); PFS 3.6 months (2–3.8)
> N = 12 patients experienced grade 3–4 hematologic toxicities: neutropenia (42%), thrombocytopenia (25%), anemia (25%). N = 9 w/grade 3 

nonhematologic toxicities; no cases of TLS
Authors’ conclusions
> Venetoclax monotherapy showed therapeutic activity in a small proportion of patients with BCL2-positive R/R PTCL, with manageable toxicity

DR BARTA’S CONCLUSIONS
> Venetoclax has limited potential in the R/R PTCL space. Its single-agent activity appears modest, and experts think it will likely be difficult to 

combine with other agents because of overlapping toxicities



COMPARISON OF CHIDAMIDE-CONTAINED TREATMENT MODALITIES 
VERSUS CHEMOTHERAPY IN R/R PTCL
CAI ET AL. 2021 EHA #EP549

STUDY POPULATION
> Single-center retrospective study (Sun Yat-sen University Cancer Center 

Jan 2014–July 2020): R/R disease with ≥1 prior systemic therapy (N = 96)
to compare chidamide + chemotherapy (chemo) vs chemo vs targeted 
therapy

OUTCOME
Efficacy
> Chidamide + chemo had significantly better PFS (P = .046); medians: 4.5 

vs 3.5 (chemo) vs 3.5 (targeted therapy) months
> Significant benefit for chidamide + chemo in patients with high second-line 

IPI (3–5), patients <60 years, and CD30-negative patients
> No difference in ORR in chemo group, chidamide + chemo group, and 

targeted therapy groups (54.8%, 64.9%, and 64.7%; P = .607), respectively
> CR rate: 16.7% (chemo), 18.9% (chidamide + chemo), and 35.3% 

(targeted therapy); P = .262

DR BARTA’S CONCLUSIONS
> This study demonstrates that chemotherapy alone is no longer the best approach in many patients with R/R PTCL
> The future of therapy in R/R PTCL will be a switch toward chemo-free combination regimens
> The next step in treatment of T-cell lymphomas is expected to be the combination of HDAC inhibitors (such as chidamide) with other biologic 

agents, rather than with chemotherapy. Similarly, the targeted therapies tested seem to be of insufficient activity alone

PFS AND OS OVERALL AND BY IPI AND CD30 STATUS

PFS: All patients

PFS: High IPI (3-5)

PFS: CD30-

OS: All patients

PFS: <60y

OS: High IPI (3-5)



Update on CLL



KEY TAKEAWAYS: CLL
Venetoclax BTK inhibitors

Venetoclax
> Experts feel data from CLL14 will be practice changing because 

the obinutuzumab + venetoclax combination has striking benefits 
over Chl+O and offers a chemo-free option. Further work is 
needed to optimize combination partner and regimen (eg, 
duration) for venetoclax
– Combination with a BTKi is more promising than with an 

anti-CD20 monoclonal in high-risk patients
> HOVON 139/GIVE provided some insight into the optimum 

duration of venetoclax maintenance, but further study is needed 
to guide maintenance therapy and optimize the role of MRD

> Debulking can reduce the risk of TLS (CLL-BAG trial) with 
venetoclax

> Some experts believe continuous therapy (vs fixed duration) will 
be needed for high-risk patients
– The CAPTIVATE study is expected to provide insight into 

therapy duration 

Acalabrutinib and zanubrutinib have demonstrated activity 
noninferior to ibrutinib with some potential safety advantages 
(ALPINE and ELEVATE)
> US experts believe BTKi choice will be driven by non-efficacy 

parameters, such as patient preference and dosing (eg, 
acalabrutinib is twice-daily, while others are daily) and 
reimbursement

> Ibrutinib will likely continue to be used in established 
combination regimens until other BTKi can demonstrate similar 
activity/safety in these settings (eg, strong activity and safety of 
ibrutinib + venetoclax in CAPTIVATE and GLOW)
– ELEVATE-TN is an exception (demonstrated potent activity 

and safety of acalabrutinib in combination with 
obinutuzumab)

Ibrutinib use will continue in the EU, where access to the later-
generation agents is limited, and in community oncology 
settings, where oncologists have grown confident with its use

Pirtobrutinib is seen as a promising BTKi in CLL and MCL



VENETOCLAX-OBINUTUZUMAB FOR PREVIOUSLY UNTREATED CLL: 
4-YR FOLLOW-UP ANALYSIS OF THE RANDOMIZED CLL14 STUDY
AL-SAWAF ET AL. 2021 EHA #S146

STUDY POPULATION
> Previously untreated CLL patients with CIRS >6 and/or creatinine 

clearance <70 mL/min were randomized to 6 cycles each of 
venetoclax-obinutuzumab then venetoclax, or chlorambucil-
obinutuzumab then chlorambucil

OUTCOME
> PFS benefit for venetoclax-obinutuzumab overall and regardless 

of IGHV and TP53

Efficacy
> Significant increase in time to next 

treatment with venetoclax-
obinutuzumab

> Patients with PD on each treatment 
arm could be rescued with BTKi

Safety 
> Fixed-duration 

treatments reduce AEs 
after end of treatment

> No long-term toxicity 
beyond the 12 mo of 
treatment

DR CORDOBA’S CONCLUSIONS
> Chlorambucil + obinutuzumab is no longer a standard of care, but the benefits with fixed-duration venetoclax-obinutuzumab are sufficient to 

support it as the best option for CLL with mutated IGHV
> In the event of relapse, patients can be rescued in the second line with BTK inhibitors

PFS BY TREATMENT ARM



BENDAMUSTINE, FOLLOWED BY OBINUTUZUMAB, ACALABRUTINIB 
AND VENETOCLAX IN R/R CLL: CLL2‐BAAG TRIAL OF THE GCLLSG
CRAMER ET AL. ICML 2021 #34

STUDY POPULATION
> R/R CLL patients (N = 46) were offered debulking with 2 cycles of bendamustine, especially if lymphocyte counts ≥25,000/µL and/or lymph 

nodes ≥5 cm 
> Induction was obinutuzumab only in cycle 1. Acalabrutinib was added in cycle 2 and venetoclax in cycle 3 with a dose ramp-up 
> Intervals of obinutuzumab were increased to 3 months thereafter
> 14 (32%) had del(17p)/TP53 mutation, 34 (76%) had unmutated IGHV status, and 12 (30%) a complex karyotype

OUTCOME
> Undetectable MRD rate in peripheral blood of 76% (34 patients): the primary endpoint was not met (95% CI: 61%–87%; P = .258)
> Data as of February 25, 2021

Efficacy
> At the end of the induction all responded; 8 (18%) 

CR/CRi and 37 (82%) PR (1 pt had a protocol violation 
and is not included in efficacy analysis)

Safety 
> 430 AEs, including 29 SAEs (7%) and 69 AEs (16%) of Common Terminology 

Criteria grade 3–4
> Most common were gastrointestinal AEs, cytopenias, and infections

AUTHORS’ CONCLUSIONS
> Although the primary endpoint was not met with the given sample size, the ORR of 100% and rate of undetectable MRD of 76% in peripheral 

blood at the end of induction phase compare favorably with other regimens for R/R CLL. The lower undetectable MRD rate may be explained 
by the redistribution phenomenon caused by BTKi and could improve with continued maintenance treatment in the long run



ACALABRUTINIB ± OBINUTUZUMAB VS OBIN + CHLORAMBUCIL IN 
TREATMENT-NAÏVE CLL: ELEVATE-TN 4-YEAR FOLLOW-UP
SHARMAN ET AL. EHA 2021 #S148

STUDY POPULATION
> Untreated CLL patients >65 yr or with creatinine clearance 30–60 

mL/min or CIRS-G score >6 randomized to acalabrutinib-
obinutuzumab (n = 179), acalabrutinib monotherapy (n = 179), or 
obinutuzumab-chlorambucil (n = 177)

OUTCOME
> Significant PFS benefit for acalabrutinib-obinutuzumab and 

acalabrutinib arms vs obinutuzumab-chlorambucil overall and in 
patients with del(17p) and/or TP53 mutation and in unmutated IGHV

Efficacy
> ORR (vs obinutuzumab-chlorambucil): acalabrutinib-

obinutuzumab 96.1% (P <.001); acalabrutinib 89.9% (P = .035); 
obinutuzumab-chlorambucil 82.5%

> Among patients with CR/CRi, undetectable MRD was more 
common for acalabrutinib-obinutuzumab

DR CORDOBA’S CONCLUSIONS
> Acalabrutinib-obinutuzumab is superior to fixed-duration obinutuzumab-chlorambucil, but it requires continuing therapy, and acalabrutinib 

monotherapy may offer an option to patients who cannot tolerate obinutuzumab
> The activity of acalabrutinib-obinutuzumab in poor-prognosis patients with high-risk genetic factors such as IGHV and TP53 mutation is 

crucial, as effective treatment for these patients is an unmet medical need

PFS BY TREATMENT ARM



PRIMARY ANALYSIS OF THE FIXED-DURATION COHORT FROM THE 
PHASE 2 CAPTIVATE STUDY OF 1L IBRUTINIB + VEN FOR CLL/SLL
ALLAN ET AL. 2021 EHA #S147

DR CORDOBA’S CONCLUSIONS
> “We have a new trial that is telling us that probably we need to include BTK inhibition in the frontline treatment when combining with either a 

monoclonal antibody such as obinutuzumab, or in this case venetoclax in order to overcome these poor prognostic factors in this group of 
patients”

> “We have not seen more discontinuation or dose reduction when you see these 2 drugs in monotherapy and we have not seen more safety 
signals in this combination trial, exploring this combination in the front line”

ORR OF IBRUTINIB + VENETOCLAXSTUDY POPULATION
> Previously untreated CLL patients treated with 3 cycles of ibrutinib 

followed by either MRD-adapted or 12 cycles of ibrutinib + 
venetoclax

OUTCOME
> Primary endpoint was met: 56% CR in pts without del(17p)

Efficacy
> 24-mo PFS: 84%
> 24-mo OS: 96%
> In del(17p)/TP53 mutation, 

ORR 96%; 56% CR or CRi

Safety 
> Diarrhea (62%), nausea (43%), 

neutropenia (42% –33% grade 
3/4), arthralgia (33%)

> Atrial fibrillation (4%) and major 
hemorrhage (2%)



MRD-GUIDED OR FIXED 12 CYCLES OF VEN CONSOLIDATION AFTER 
VEN + OBIN IN 1L FCR UNFIT CLL: PRIMARY ENDPOINT OF HOVON 
139/GIVE
LEVIN ET AL. 2021 EHA #S149 
STUDY POPULATION
> Previously untreated unfit CLL patients treated with venetoclax + 

obinutuzumab then randomized to 12 cycles venetoclax or 
venetoclax until MRD negativity in blood (N = 62)

OUTCOME
> For 12 cycles venetoclax (n = 32): 28 received all cycles; 19 

(59%) had undetectable MRD and no progression. ORR 88% (16 
CR, 12 PR, 3 PD)

> For MRD guided (n = 30): 1 patient received 3 cycles venetoclax; 
17 (56%) patients had undetectable MRD and no progression; 
ORR 96% (19 CR, 10 PR, 1 PD)

DR CORDOBA’S CONCLUSIONS
> The concept of MRD-guided consolidation therapy with venetoclax is promising and warrants further study
> However, it is not yet ready for use in clinical practice. Longer-term follow-up and additional characterization of patients who progress after 

achieving undetectable MRD status are needed

PFS BY TREATMENT ARM



FIRST INTERIM ANALYSIS OF ALPINE: ZANUBRUTINIB VS IBRUTINIB IN 
PATIENTS WITH RELAPSED/REFRACTORY CLL/SLL
HILLMEN ET AL. 2021 EHA #LB1900

STUDY POPULATION
> Patients with R/R CLL/SLL (N = 652) were randomized to 

zanubrutinib vs ibrutinib (median follow-up: 15 mo)
> Preplanned interim analysis ~12 mo after 415 patients enrolled

OUTCOME 
> Efficacy endpoints were in favor of zanubrutinib vs ibrutinib: ORR 

78.3% vs 62.5%, 2-sided P = .0006; ORR for zanubrutinib vs 
ibrutinib in del(11q) (83.6% vs 69.1%) and del(17p) (83.3% vs 53.8%); 
12-mo PFS (94.9% vs 84.0%) and OS rates (97.0% vs 92.7%)

> Lower rates with zanubrutinib vs ibrutinib: atrial fibrillation/flutter 
(2.5% vs 10.1%, P = .0014), major bleeding (2.9% vs 3.9%), AE 
leading to discontinuation (7.8% vs 13.0%) or death (3.9% vs 5.8%) 

> Neutropenia was higher with zanubrutinib (28.4% vs 21.7%), while 
grade ≥3 infections were lower with zanubrutinib (12.7% vs 17.9%)

DR CORDOBA’S CONCLUSIONS
> In these preliminary analyses, the later-generation BTK inhibitors had higher ORR in comparison with ibrutinib, especially in high-risk patients: 

del(11q) and del(17p) 
> Zanubrutinib appears to have a better safety profile with less atrial fibrillation vs ibrutinib. Further follow-up is needed
> It is unclear whether later-generation BTKi such as zanubrutinib can replace ibrutinib in combination regimens such as CAPTIVATE

PFS BY TREATMENT ARM



FIXED-DURATION IBRUTINIB AND VENETOCLAX (I+V) VS 
CHLORAMBUCIL PLUS OBINUTUZUMAB (CLB+O) FOR 1L CLL: 
PRIMARY ANALYSIS OF GLOW STUDY
KATER ET AL. 2021 EHA #LB1902
STUDY POPULATION
> Previously untreated unfit CLL patients >65 yr or with CIRS >6 or 

creatine clearance <70 mL/min and no del(17p) or known TP53 
mutation (N = 211) randomized to I+V or Clb+O

OUTCOME
> PFS was significantly longer with I+V vs Clb+O in the overall 

population and all subsets prespecified
> ORR for I+V vs Clb+O: 86.8% vs 84.8%; CR/CRi: 38.7% vs 11.4% 

IRC and 45.3% vs 13.3% by INV (P <.0001 for each comparison)
> Durability at 24 mo post-response: 90% vs 41%
> Rates of undetectable MRD were higher for I+V vs Clb+O, both in 

the bone marrow and peripheral blood (flow cytometry)
> At 27.7-mo median follow-up, risk of needing 2L therapy was 86% 

lower for I+V vs Clb+O

DR CORDOBA’S CONCLUSIONS
> Results are very exciting. The efficacy appears better than Clb+O in all subgroups of patients
> The fact that this is fixed-duration and produces durable responses would allow patients to be off therapy for extended periods of time, which 

makes it very attractive

PFS for I+V vs Clb+O



FIRST RESULTS OF A HEAD-TO-HEAD TRIAL OF ACALABRUTINIB VS 
IBRUTINIB IN PREVIOUSLY TREATED CLL (ELEVATE-RR)
HILLMEN ET AL. 2021 EHA #S145

STUDY POPULATION
> Patients with R/R CLL and del(17p) or del(11q) randomized to 

acalabrutinib or ibrutinib (N = 533)
> Patients were required to have no significant cardiovascular 

disease, and no prior treatment with ibrutinib, B-cell receptor 
inhibitor, or BCL2 inhibitor

OUTCOME
> Noninferiority primary endpoint met for PFS, and PFS was similar 

for both treatments in prespecified subgroups
> Compared with ibrutinib, acalabrutinib had significantly lower 

cumulative incidences of atrial fibrillation/flutter, hypertension, 
diarrhea, and arthralgia

DR ZINZANI’S CONCLUSIONS
> Acalabrutinib activity is noninferior to ibrutinib, but appears to have a better safety profile with less atrial fibrillation
> Further follow-up is needed. It is unclear whether acalabrutinib can replace ibrutinib in combination regimens such as CAPTIVATE

PFS



CAR Ts



KEY TAKEAWAYS: CAR T
Overall CAR T therapies and selection

Experts noted that it is now relatively uncommon for generation 
of CAR Ts to fail, and turnaround times for CAR T products 
have become similar for the different agents
> CAR Ts are now an established component of therapy in R/R 

disease (eg, 3L and beyond) and might be appropriate in 2L for 
POD24

Retrospective analyses of CAR T use in real-world settings 
identified patients who do not have good outcomes. Patients 
who require bridging therapy might not be good candidates for 
CAR Ts. When bridging therapy fails to control the disease 
(>50% of cases), outcomes with CAR Ts are poor. Outcomes 
are also poor in patients with severe hematologic toxicities 
after CAR T administration, and risk factors could allow 
identification of these cases
> Although supportive care is improving, many patients still require 

hospitalization for AE management
> One retrospective study identified baseline factors that were 

predictive for severe hematologic toxicities and may allow for 
better identification of patients for proactive management (or 
selection of a non-CAR T therapy)

> Many patients in whom CAR T fails do not receive subsequent 
therapies, and this population represents an unmet medical need

Both BMS and Kite released positive data for their CAR Ts
> Data are encouraging, but there remains an unmet need in 

biomarkers for treatment selection in chemo-sensitive patients

Tisa-cel has demonstrated activity and good tolerability in 
high-risk FL (ELARA), and 20% were infused in the outpatient 
setting
> Experts see tisa-cel as being milder than axi-cel, and the low 

rate of CRS observed in ELARA further support this view
> Response rates are regarded as high, but probably not as good 

as for axi-cel (ZUMA-5)

Axi-cel
> Experts believe the weighted comparison between ZUMA-5 and 

SCHOLAR-5 patients supports superiority of CAR Ts, but noted 
that there is a lot of heterogeneity in 2L-and-beyond treatment of 
FL (which could confound the SCHOLAR-5 comparison)

> A subset analysis of axi-cel among patients with POD24 in 
ZUMA-5 revealed similar ORR to patients without POD24, but 
durability is limited, and POD24 remains an area of unmet need



FIRST RESULTS OF DLBCL PATIENTS TREATED WITH CAR‐T CELLS 
AND ENROLLED IN DESCAR‐T REGISTRY, A FRENCH REAL‐LIFE 
DATABASE FOR CAR‐T CELLS IN HEMATOLOGIC MALIGNANCIES
LE GOUILL ET AL. 2021 ICML #084 
STUDY POPULATION
> Registered DLBCL patients at French CAR T centers (N = 647): 

607 had CAR Ts ordered and 550 received CAR Ts (200 Kymriah 
and 350 Yescarta)

OUTCOME
> Among 481 treated patients: ORR was 74.2% (53% CR, 21.2% 

PR), 4.2% SD, 14.6% PD, 2.7% non-evaluable, 4.4% died
> 61% of patients achieving CR on day 30 had sustained CR at day 

90
> OS for patients who received CAR Ts was strikingly higher than 

for the untreated patients
> Patients with no bridging therapy or CR to it had significantly 

better PFS and OS vs patients with PD on bridging therapy

AUTHORS’ CONCLUSIONS
> Safety and outcomes comparable to clinical trial studies
> Patients with chemo-refractory disease still are at highest risk of failure (but 20%–30% may have disease control)
> In the majority of patients who had bridging therapy, it failed to produce a response
> This study underscores that there are unmet needs for R/R DLBCL patients: disease refractory to bridging; patients with aggressive disease 

who cannot wait for CAR T generation

OS, PFS, DOR



CAR‐HEMATOTOX: A DISCRIMINATIVE MODEL FOR CAR T‐CELL 
RELATED HEMATOTOXICITY IN R/R LARGE B‐CELL LYMPHOMA
REJESKI ET AL. 2021 ICML #082

STUDY POPULATION
> Multicenter retrospective analysis (EU centers and Moffitt) for 

patients treated with axi-cel (n = 170), tisa-cel (n = 88)
> Primary endpoint: absolute neutrophil count ≤500/µL

OUTCOME
> Hematologic toxicity was common (n = 235): severe 

thrombocytopenia in 145 (62%), anemia in 162 (69%); 
neutropenia: severe in 213 (91%), profound in 169 (72%), 
protracted severe in 160 (68%), protracted profound in 60 (26%), 
and prolonged in 181 (64%); recovery from aplastic was slowest

> Neutropenia was more severe in high- vs low-risk patients 
(aplastic neutropenia 40% vs 2%)

> Low-risk had better ORR, PFS, and OS vs high-risk

DR CAIMI’S CONCLUSIONS
> More detailed observation of toxicity patterns in this study: moving beyond CRS/ICANS
> This descriptive study identifies high-risk patients
> The pathophysiology of these factors is not yet well explained
> However, it is important that their high-risk category was associated with poor response to CAR T (disease mediated? heavy pretreatment?)

RISK FACTORS FOR NEUTROPENIA

CAR-HEMATOTOX for severe neutropenia ≥14 days
Sensitivity 0.96, specificity 0.67, AUC 0.82, P <.001



TISA‐CEL IN ADULT PATIENTS WITH R/R FOLLICULAR LYMPHOMA: 
PRIMARY ANALYSIS OF THE PHASE 2 ELARA TRIAL
SCHUSTER ET AL. EHA 2021 #S210

STUDY POPULATION
> Patients with R/R FL (grade 1–3A) and no evidence of histologic 

transformation, prior anti-CD19 therapy, or allogeneic HSCT (N = 
98) treated with immunodepletion followed by tisa-cel

OUTCOME
> 97 patients had tisa-cel, 18% outpatient; 4 patients required ICU 

admission for AEs; 16 received tocilizumab; 3 received corticosteroids
> Bridging therapy administered in 44% patients
> Median follow-up for efficacy (n = 94): 11 (4.3–19.7) months: 
> 79% (95% CI: 66–87) probability for a responding patient to 

remain in response ≥6 mo; 12 of 31 PRs (38.7%) converted to 
CRs; all but 1 occurred between mo 3 and 6

> Median PFS (95% CI: 12.1–NE) and OS (95% CI: NE–NE) were 
not reached

DR CAIMI’S CONCLUSIONS
> Outcomes consistent with previous data for CAR T in FL, with high CR rates in high-risk patients
> Increasing safety with CAR T use despite prevalent bulky disease
> Slightly better safety than axi-cel (clinically significant?)
> Long-term follow-up is needed
> CAR T likely best option for 3L FL (in selected patients)

RISK FACTORS FOR NEUTROPENIA

Treated Patients 
N = 97

AESI (within 8 weeks of 
infusion)

All grades, 
%

Grade ≥3, 
%

Cytokine release syndrome 48.5 0

Neurologic adverse reactions 9.3 1.0

Infections 18.6 5.2

Tumor lysis syndrome 1.0 1.0

Prolonged depletion of B cells 
and/or gammaglobulinemia 10.3 0

Hematologic disorders 
including cytopenias

Neutropenia 30.9 27.8

Anemia 24.7 13.4

Thrombocytopenia 16.5 9.3

Response 
Rate, %

Patients 
Evaluable for 

Efficacy
(n = 94)

CR 66.0

PR 20.2

ORR 
(CR + PR) 86.2

Best Overall Response Rate



LYMPHOMA PATIENTS AFTER FAILURE OF CD19 CAR T IN THE UK
KUHNL ET AL. ICML 2021 #087

STUDY POPULATION
> UK database of patients treated with CAR T (axi-cel n = 222; tisa-

cel n = 76)

OUTCOME
> No documented PD in 137 (46%) including 21 who died w/o PD
> 161 (54%) progressed: 47.8% with primary progression, 52.2% 

PD after initial response. Median time to PD: 2.4 mo
> No further treatment in 76 (47% patients)
> Post-CAR T treatment in 85 (53% patients): 1L post-CAR T: 

radiotherapy (n = 14), CMT (n = 11), systemic (n = 59), primary 
allograft (n = 1)

> ECOG PS preinfusion and extranodal involvement were 
associated with probability of receiving post-CAR T therapy

DR CAIMI’S CONCLUSIONS
> Early failure is most common
> Approximately 50% of patients do not receive post-CAR T therapy (could be CAR T toxicity?)
> Performance of subsequent therapies is suboptimal (~25% CR)
> If CR with CAR T, long-term disease control is possible
> The CAR T failures and univariate analysis identifies patient populations in need. However, they will be difficult to study because many trials 

exclude patients with poor PS or extranodal involvement

PATTERNS OF CAR T FAILURE AND COVARIATES FOR 
RECEIVING POST-CAR T THERAPY



ZUMA-5/SCHOLAR-5 COMPARISONS
GHIONE ET AL. 2021 EHA #LB1904

STUDY POPULATION
> Propensity score methodology used to compare data from ZUMA-

5 and the SCHOLAR-5 cohort from DELTA trial (idelalisib) in 
patients receiving 3L and beyond therapy for grade 1–3a FL 
(excluding transformed cases)

TREATMENTS BY LINE OF THERAPY

DR CAIMI’S CONCLUSIONS
> Although this comparison attempts to balance prognostic factors, it is still a nonrandomized study
> Nonetheless, it does show a believable advantage for axi-cel in 3L-and-beyond R/R FL

OUTCOME COMPARISONS FOR ZUMA-5 VS SCHOLAR-5



ZUMA-5 OUTCOMES IN PATIENTS WITH POD24
JACOBSON ET AL. 2021 EHA #S213

STUDY POPULATION
> In ZUMA-5, axi-cel–treated patients with FL or MZL and available 

data on progression after an anti-CD20 mAb + alkylating agent 
were included in the POD24 analysis (N = 129)

OUTCOME
> Baseline characteristics were generally similar for POD24 vs non
> Axi-cel had similar efficacy in POD24 vs non-POD24 patients
> Responses were less durable and PFS shorter in POD24 patients
> Ongoing response at data cutoff in 52% POD24 vs 70% non-

POD24
> Axi-cel expansion and persistence were similar, but there were 

some differences in baseline cytokines, possibly favoring 
regulatory T cells in POD24 patients

DR CAIMI’S CONCLUSIONS
> Axi-cel produced high response rates in high-risk patients
> POD24 patients still have worse PFS after CAR Ts. Longer-term follow-up is needed to see if the OS rates diverge significantly
> Nonetheless, axi-cel is clearing an excellent option for this high-risk group

PATTERNS OF CAR T FAILURE AND COVARIATES FOR 
RECEIVING POST-CAR T THERAPY



ABBREVIATIONS (1/2)

> 1L, first-line
> 2L, second-line
> 3L, third-line
> ADC, antibody-drug conjugate
> AE, adverse event
> AESI, adverse event of special interest
> allo, allogeneic
> AITL, angioimmunoblastic T-cell lymphoma
> ALCL, anaplastic large cell lymphoma
> ALK, anaplastic lymphoma kinase
> ASCT, autologous stem cell transplantation
> ATLL, adult T-cell leukemia/lymphoma
> AUC, area under the concentration-time curve
> axi-cel, axicabtagene ciloleucel
> BCL2, B-cell leukemia/lymphoma 2
> B-NHL, B-cell non-Hodgkin lymphoma
> BTK, Bruton tyrosine kinase
> BTKi, Bruton tyrosine kinase inhibitor
> CAR T, chimeric antigen receptor T-cell
> CIRS, Cumulative Illness Rating Scale
> CIRS-G, Cumulative Illness Rating Scale-Geriatric
> chemo, chemotherapy
> CHOEP, cyclophosphamide, doxorubicin, vincristine, etoposide, 

prednisone
> CHP, cyclophosphamide, doxorubicin, prednisone
> Clb+O, chlorambucil + obinutuzumab

> CLL, chronic lymphocytic leukemia
> CRS, cytokine release syndrome
> CR, complete response
> CRu, unconfirmed complete response
> DLBCL, diffuse large B-cell lymphoma
> DOR, duration of response
> EATL, enteropathy-associated T-cell lymphoma
> ECOG, Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group
> EFS, event-free survival
> EHA, European Hematology Association
> ETCL, enteropathy-associated T-cell lymphoma
> FCR, fludarabine, cyclophosphamide, rituximab
> FDG-PET, fluorodeoxyglucose positron emission tomography
> FL, follicular lympoma
> Gpt, 0.6–25 mg glofitamab fixed dosing with obinutuzumab 

pretreatment
> HCT, hematopoietic cell transplantation
> HDAC, histone deacetylase
> HGBCL, high-grade B-cell lymphoma
> HR, hazard ratio
> HSTCL, hematopoietic stem cell transplantation
> ICANS, immune effector cell-associated neurotoxicity syndrome
> I+V, ibrutinib + venetoclax
> ICML, International Conference on Malignant Lymphoma



ABBREVIATIONS (2/2)

> ICU, intensive care unit
> IGHV, immunoglobulin heavy chain variable
> iNHL, indolent non-Hodgkin lymphoma
> IPI, International Prognostic Index
> IRAE, immune-related adverse event
> ITT, intent-to-treat
> Len, lenalidomide
> lonca, loncastuximab tesirine
> LPL, lymphoplasmacytic lymphoma
> m, median
> mAb, monoclonal antibody
> MCL, mantle cell lymphoma
> MRD, minimal/measurable residual disease
> MVA, multivariate analysis
> MZL, marginal zone lymphoma
> ND, newly diagnosed
> NE, not evaluable
> NHL, non-Hodgkin lymphoma
> NICE, National Institute for Health and Care Excellence
> NOS, not otherwise specified
> NPTCL, nodal peripheral T-cell lymphoma
> ORR, objective response rate
> OS, overall survival
> PD, progressive disease
> PFS, progression-free survival
> PI3K, phosphoinositide 3-kinase

> POD24, progression of disease within 24 months of first treatment
> PR, partial response
> PS, performance status
> PSN, peripheral sensory neuropathy
> PTCL, peripheral T-cell lymphoma
> Q3W, every 3 weeks
> QW, every week
> R2, rituximab plus lenalidomide
> R-CHOP, rituximab, cyclophosphamide, doxorubicin, vincristine, 

prednisone
> RM, rituximab maintenance
> R/R, RR, relapsed/refractory
> SAE, serious adverse event
> sALCL, systemic anaplastic large cell lymphoma
> SC, subcutaneously
> SCT, stem cell transplantation
> SD, stable disease
> SLL, small lymphocytic lymphoma
> SPLTCL, subcutaneous panniculitis-like T-cell lymphoma
> tafa, tafasitamab
> TEAE, treatment-emergent adverse event
> tisa-cel, tisagenlecleucel
> TLS, tumor lysis syndrome
> T-NHL, T-cell non-Hodgkin lymphoma
> WM, Waldenström macroglobulinemia
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